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Perfect for beginners or the 
occasional sewist, MI12 offers 
user-friendly features 
including built-in needle 
threader, stitch section dial, 
free arm capability and easy 
set bobbin. Only $249.
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Easy to use, fully computerised and loaded with many great 
features, including 50 built-in stitches, automatic buttonhole, 
large extension table and adjustable foot pressure, this 
machine will be your new best friend. RRP $1,099.

DC6050 NOW $949

Quilt with percision and ease on the Memory Craft 8200 QCP 
Special Edition. Features 9mm stitches, 11 inch throat 
space, 10 direct stitch keys and speed up to 1000 SPM. Sew 
smoothly with the removable AcuFeed system. RRP $3,999.

Being the first domestic metal flat-bed sewing machine, 
the Memory Craft 6700P Professional comes packed 
with great features including 200 built-in stitches, 
AcuFeed Flex layered fabric feeding system & speed up 
to 1,200 SPM. RRP $4,499.

Decorate your designs in style with 
the DC2030 computerised sewing 
machine. Features 30 built-in stitches including one 
memory buttonhole, built-in needle threader, needle 
up/down button, and can sew up to 820 SPM. RRP $699.

MC6700P NOW $3,999

DC2030 NOW $549

MC8200QCP NOW $2,999

HD4BE ONLY $549
Thread smoothly and quickly switch to rolled hemming without changing the needle 
plate on this heavy-duty overlocker. Features convertible free arm, 2, 3 & 4 thread, 

colour-coded thread guides, up to 1,300 SPM and adjustable cutting width from 3.1mm 
to 7.3mm. Includes Overlocker Creative Sewing Guide Bonus, priced at $25. RRP $699.

HD-3000BE ONLY $699

Perfect for the beginner sewist, this 
heavy-duty machine offers 18 built-in 
stitches, 5 piece feed dog, 6.5mm stitch 
width, drop feed and extra high presser foot lift, for a wide range of 
sewing. Includes Dressmaking Scissors Bonus, priced at $40. RRP $799.

NEW HEAVY-DUTY BLACK EDITION 


